AUP CAREER SUCCESS ROADMAP

You can follow the AUP Career Success Roadmap over a four-year period or in several semesters depending on the duration of your tenure at AUP. Fulfilling the steps marked by an asterisk (*) counts toward the completion of the Global Professional Skills (GPS) Program.

**STEP 1: INQUIRING & EXPLORING**
- **Horizons***: Brainstorm resources & services to explore
- **Designing Your AUP***: Plan to maximize your time at AUP
- **Majors Fair***: Learn about potential academic & career paths
- **Clubs***: Get involved, develop skills, gain experience
- **Work/Volunteer in Paris***: French language & cultural skills

**STEP 2: RESEARCHING & TEST-DRIVING**
- **Workshop**: Internship Info Sessions*
- **Resource**: Dedicated Job & Internship Database
- **Global Talent***: Score an internship
- **Dress to Impress**: Professional head shot

**STEP 3: GOAL-SETTING & STRATEGIZING**
- **Get serious**: Build a LinkedIn Profile
- **Research**: Engage with faculty
- **Graduate study**: Discuss with advisor
- **Designing Your Life***: Create your future
- **AUP Network**: Alumni Mentoring Program*
- **Be a leader**: SGA, ASM and other clubs*

**STEP 4: FOCUSING & LAUNCHING**
- **Co-Curricular Record***: Showcase your accomplishments
- **GPS Program***: Tell your story
- **Fine-tune**: Create targeted applications
- **Capstone Internship***: Launch your career
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